
Sell better 
using web 
metrics that 
matter
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A good website is 
like a good movie
▪ It should open strong and grab a visitor’s attention

▪ Take them on a journey, wanting more until the end

▪ The grand ending is your site’s goal
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METRICS
Shine a light on the most 
important activities on your site 
and where to make 
improvements
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▪ It’s free and simple to set up on your site

▪ Automatically collects data

▪ Provides numerous reporting options
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Audience

Conversions

Behavior
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Acquisition

GA report categories



Audience
Understand your 
audience and their 
interests
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Audience
Overview >
Language
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Audience
Overview >
City
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Demographics
Overview
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Interests
Overview >
Affinity 
category
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Interests
Overview >
In-market 
segment



▪ Is this the type of customer I expect?

▪ If so, how can I better serve them?

▪ If not, what can I do to get the traffic I want?
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Review audience
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Visitor 
engagement
Review your most popular 
content and top exit pages
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Site Content
All Pages



Add a call to action

Add similar content

Update with latest info
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Visitor 
experience
Optimize content and 
site performance
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A one-second delay in 
page load speed can 
reduce conversions by 7 
percent.

19Source: akamai.com
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Site Speed
Page Timings



Optimize images

Optimize Javascript

Optimize CSS
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Site Speed
Speed
Suggestions
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Mobile
Overview



Conversion rate
Set up custom goals that are 
measurable

4.



Every aspect of your 
marketing is entirely 
useless unless it 
produces conversions.

25Source: Jeremy Smith, Marketingland.com



Increase revenue Generate more 
leads

Increase form 
submissions
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Company strategy Website goal Site KPIs

Improve market 
share

Increase online 
visibility

Improved search 
engine visibility



Destination

Events

Pages/screens per session
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Duration





▪ Goal is completed when 

someone visits a specific 

URL

▪ Pro-tip: List out each 

page the customer is 

expected to visit prior to 

that destination page
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Destination goal
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Custom Goal
Destination > 
Funnel 
enabled
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Custom Goal
Destination > 
Funnel 
visualization



The CTA isn’t clear

The content’s not unique

The visitor got bored
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▪ Click a specific link

▪ Log into your site

▪ Press play on a video

▪ Watch an entire video

▪ Scroll to the end of a 

long blog post

▪ Fill out a form on your 

site but not click submit
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Event goals



Requires JavaScript
You’ll need to add a snippet 
to your page, like:
onClick=”ga(‘send’, ‘event’, { 
eventCategory: ‘Lead Form’, 
eventAction: ‘Submit’, eventLabel: 
‘Contact Page Form’, eventValue: 110});”

Please note

Set up a connected goal
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Goals
Overview



The #1 technique for improving conversions?
Use a call to action.
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CTA 
recommendations:
▪ Big buttons

▪ Bold colors

▪ Clear direction

▪ Don’t offer more than two options
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Sales revenue
Boost conversions by optimizing your 
site

5.



High 
abandonment 
rate
The typical shopping cart 
abandonment rate varies 
between 60% and 80%, with 
an average of 68%.



Check for 
usability 
issues
A conversion funnel report 
can tell you exactly where 
customers fail to convert.
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Goals
Reverse Goal 
Path



Let’s review key 
metrics

Demographics and interests

Keep an eye on who visits your 
site as well as their key interests 
to create engaging content.

Visitor engagement

Track pages that have high 
engagement and low bounce 
rates. What works and how can 
you create more such content?

Visitor experience

Ensure your site is optimized for 
speed and mobile devices.

Conversion rate

Set up custom goal reports to 
track specific events, page visits, 
and URLs. Include a call to action 
on each page.

Sales revenue

The abandonment rate, 
conversion funnel, and reverse 
goal path reports help identify 
areas needing improvement.
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I’m Tabitha Turton. You can find 
me at tabitha@jilt.com.
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Email marketing 
built for eCommerce.

Thanks!


